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► You play as a spaceship captain in the far future. Your spaceship is destroyed. Your crew
is scattered. To survive and find other people, you must find the spaceship alive and on the
first planet you reach. ► The land on Mars is completely desert like. It is not recommended
to stay longer than one day at a time. ► The strange creatures of Mars do not want the
humans to land on Mars. They will avoid the contact of the soldiers even if they are injured.
► On each planet, you must survive the sandstorm and to destroy the creatures that help
the sandstorm or cut off contact with the expeditionary group. ► Each planet is composed
of a desert and a jungel to survive. ► Each planet has 2 kinds of creatures. The main ones
are: - The big creatures. All of them are unresponsive and are trying to kill you. - The little
creatures. In a few of them, you can find out the expeditionary program. All the other
creatures are invisible to you. ► For now, there is no protective shield or extra guards. ►
Your mission is to travel to the closest inhabitable area on Mars. ► You can save your game
each time you come back from a planet. ► If you have a severe injured on each planet, you
need to find an antenna to call back for help. ► The game is compatible with Apple touch.
Supported Countries: – United States: Apple Ios, Apple Iphone. – Europe: All of the countries
in Europe. – Global: All of the world. - Worldwide: All of the countries in the world. Help: ►
Facebook: www.facebook.com/aloneonmars/ ► Twitter: www.twitter.com/aloneonmars (We
do not have a Youtube channel, we do not accept donation, we are a small team and we do
not have not enough free time to do a video) ● We are a small team. If you are interested
in helping us, you can send a mail to : aloneonmars@gmail.com Privacy Policy: If you have
any question about the privacy policy of this game, please, contact us. We will respond to
you as soon as possible. Feel free to tell your friends about our game. Thank you for your
interest in Alone On Mars!/**

Features Key:
Choose between two different races and three different starting classes.
Four ages of play: childhood, teen and young adult in the first, and then in adulthood. Each
of which have their own unique set of skills.
A powerful, rich, 3D universe filled with enemy factions and items of great power.
Intricate skills for both combats and negotiations, and with dozens of possibilities.
Challenges that boost the player in multiple ways, there is no exclusive goal or path.
A more strategic combat experience, but without drastically changing the mechanics.

Story of You: The Allied Kingdoms Game Key Features:

Choose between two different races and three different starting classes.
Four ages of play: childhood, teen and young adult in the first, and then in adulthood. Each
of which have their own unique set of skills.
A powerful, rich, 3D universe filled with enemy factions and items of great power.
Intricate skills for both combats and negotiations, and with dozens of possibilities.
Challenges that boost the player in multiple ways, there is no exclusive goal or path.
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A more strategic combat experience, but without drastically changing the mechanics.

Story of You Game Key Features:

Choose between two different races and three different starting classes.
Four ages of play: childhood, teen and young adult in the first, and then in adulthood. Each
of which have their own unique set of skills.
A powerful, rich, 3D universe filled with enemy factions and items of great power.
Intricate skills for both combats and negotiations, and with dozens of possibilities.
Challenges that boost the player in multiple ways, there is no exclusive goal or path.
A more strategic combat experience, but without drastically changing the mechanics.
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